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Abstract

Background: Charging of insulators is a complex phenomenon to simulate since the accuracy of the simula-
tions is very sensitive to the interaction of electrons with matter and electric fields.
Aim: In this study, we report model improvements for a previously developed Monte-Carlo simulator to more
accurately simulate samples that charge.
Approach: The improvements include both modeling of low energy electron scattering by first-principle
approaches and charging of insulators by the redistribution of the charge carriers in the material with an electron
beam-induced conductivity and a dielectric breakdown model.
Results: The first-principle scattering models provide a more realistic charge distribution cloud in the material
and a better match between noncharging simulations and experimental results. The improvements on the
charging models, which mainly focus on the redistribution of the charge carriers, lead to a smoother distribution
of the charges and better experimental agreement of charging simulations.
Conclusions: Combined with a more accurate tracing of low energy electrons in the electric field, we managed
to reproduce the dynamically changing charging contrast due to an induced positive surface potential.
© 2019 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JMM.18.4.044003]
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1 Introduction
Electron beam-based inspection techniques have become a
standard, where nanometer resolution imaging is required
for state-of-the-art semiconductor devices. However, when
nonconductive materials are involved, charging occurs and
issues are reported, such as image distortion due to primary
beam deflection1–5 and image contrast changes due to the
changing secondary electron (SE) emission.6–8 As a conse-
quence, measurements of critical dimensions will be less
accurate.9–11 Therefore, a better understanding of the charg-
ing effects on electron imaging becomes crucial for
metrology.

Several Monte-Carlo studies were reported that included
charging effects, but they rather focused on simulations for
simplified geometries, such as semi-infinite surfaces.12–14

Besides that, some Monte-Carlo simulators were developed
to simulate full 3D geometries and charging models were
also incorporated.15–19 However, the long calculation times
of these simulators render them quite impractical for realistic
scenarios.

In an earlier study, we reported a Monte-Carlo simulator
that included charging effects, making use of a multigrid-
based electric field solver to decrease the electric field
computation time.20 Combining the electric field solver with
a semiempirical electron–matter interaction model, we were
able to simulate a scanning electron microscope (SEM)
image of an area of ∼1.5 μm2 of grating couplers, as shown

in Fig. 1(a), in about 1 h.20 However, the shadowing phe-
nomenon (bright-to-dark transition) on the oxide pads,
seen in Fig. 1, could not be reproduced in the simulation
[Fig. 1(c)]. Including the charging model only led to a blur
of the edges due to beam deflection, see Figs. 1(b) and 1(c).

To properly include the charging effects, it is important to
accurately model the electron–matter interaction, especially
for low energetic electrons, which are very sensitive to the
local electric fields. Therefore, improvements are needed for
both the electron scattering models and the charging models.
In this work, we report our attempts to improve both.

First, we improved the electron scattering models by
incorporating discrete scattering of electrons instead of the
continuous slowing down approximation (CSDA). Inelastic
scattering is modeled using the dielectric function. Also,
electron–phonon scattering and quantum mechanical trans-
mission through boundaries are implemented. Moreover,
solid-state effects on the atomic potential are taken into
account in modeling the elastic scattering. All electrons are
traced until their energy is below the surface barrier of
∼10 eV, measured with respect to the bottom of the band.

Second, we addressed issues exclusively relevant for
insulators, namely charge redistribution to include effects,
such as electron beam-induced conductivity (EBIC). The
most straightforward approach would be to completely
ignore charge redistribution in insulators, as was done in our
previous study,20 or only consider catastrophic effects like
dielectric breakdown. The other extreme would be modeling
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from first principles, including effects like electron–hole
recombination and trapping. We chose a midway and mod-
eled the charge redistribution effects using phenomenologi-
cal models with a limited number of calibration parameters.21

After that, the effect of charging on the electron emission
from a bulk oxide sample during a linescan, for different
doses, is demonstrated. Subsequently, a top-down view of
the grating couplers is simulated where the charging (bright-
to-dark) contrast is present. Finally, the impact of the charge
redistribution model is shown on a test sample with four
metal contact pads embedded in a thin silicon dioxide (SiO2)
layer on top of a silicon (Si) wafer. Three pads are electrically
floating (no contact with the underlying Si wafer), and the
fourth one is connected to the underlying Si wafer. The effect
on the simulated SEM images is shown when the charging
and/or EBIC model is switched on. The models lead to more
realistic images and can reproduce phenomena that were not
possible to reproduce with the previous models.

2 Scattering Model
We will now first describe the scattering model improve-
ments and assume that the scattering cross-sections do not
change due to charging. The electron trajectories are influ-
enced by the charge clouds in the materials, which are
formed by electrons getting trapped (negative charge) or
electrons generating new electrons (both negative and
positive charge). Hence, accurate modeling of electron gen-
eration, transport, and boundary-crossing is essential to
understand the charge distribution in the material and the
electron emission.

In our previous study,20 the semiempirical scattering mod-
els were designed to get an accurate value of the SE yield for
a semi-infinite surface. However, an accurate SE yield does

not guarantee a realistic scattering cloud inside the material,
as shown in Fig. 2(a). The very different scattering cloud will
not only affect charge distribution but also the detected signal
from topographical structures. It is still possible to generate
a more realistic scattering cloud using CSDA, similar to
Fig. 2(b), by allowing the generation and scattering of elec-
trons in deeper regions of the material, but any inaccuracy
due to the approximate model will lead to a deviation of the
charging phenomenon. Therefore, we preferred to use first
principle modeling to determine the charge distribution.

2.1 Improvements on Elastic Scattering
Cross-Sections

In our earlier work, Mott cross-sections were used to calcu-
late the elastic scattering mean free paths and the scattering
angles. However, the calculations were done for a “free
atom” potential, which is not quite appropriate for our appli-
cation because solid-state effects are not included. Instead,
a “muffin-tin” potential is more realistic. Furthermore, the
indistinguishability of the incident electron from the bound
electrons, “exchange-correction,” and the polarization of
the target atom due to incident electrons, “correlation-polari-
zation” are also included. All these options are offered by the
ELSEPA package.22 For Si, the “muffin-tin” potential results
in ∼1.5 times larger mean free paths, as shown in Fig. 3.
At low energies, below a few hundred electron volts (eV),
the Mott cross-sections turn out to become very sensitive
to the atomic potential.23 Because at these low energies (the
quasi-elastic), electron–phonon interaction becomes domi-
nant, we followed the approach suggested by Verduin24 and
use the electron–phonon scattering model for low energies.
Therefore, in the present study, the elastic scattering cross-
section consists of

Fig. 1 (a) Experimental SEM image of a grating coupler20 compared with (b) the simulated image without
charging, and (c) the simulated image with charging taken into account. Simulated areas [in panels
(b) and (c)] are 1.2 × 1.2 μm2.

Fig. 2 Scattering cloud of SEs: the generic shape of the cloud obtained with (a) the approximate (former)
models and (b) first principle (current) models. In panel (a), only SEs that can escape are generated
and in (b), all SEs are generated and traced.
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• Mott cross-section (muffin-tin + “exchange correction”
+ “correlation-polarization”) for energy > 200 eV

• Acoustic phonon scattering cross-section for energy
<100 eV.

For energies between 100 and 200 eV, the cross-section is
interpolated between the two.

Material parameters, especially related to acoustic pho-
nons, are not easy to find. To serve the interested reader,
we list the parameters used in this work in Table 1.

Density ρm, Fermi energy EF, work function W, electron
affinity χ, bandgap Eg at 300 K, density of state mass mdos,
effective mass of electron meff , screening parameter Aac,

speed of sound in solid us, and acoustic deformation poten-
tial εac are given in Table 1. [*] are calculated values and [+]
are assumed values. The net-average energy loss in the pho-
non scattering, EPh, is calculated by Eq. (3.116) in Ref. 24.

2.2 Improvements on Inelastic Scattering
Cross-Sections

In the previous study,20 an algorithm based on CSDA was
used to model the energy transfer of the primary electrons.34

Although CSDA is a good approximation to estimate stop-
ping power (SP) at high energies, it overestimates the SP at
very low energies. Furthermore, it does not describe the SE
generation. Therefore, we have employed the first principle
modeling to simulate the low energetic electrons as accu-
rately as possible. In this study, energy and momentum trans-
fer of an electron to the material is modeled by the dielectric
function formalism using optical data.35 It allows the calcu-
lation of inelastic events discretely, as depicted in Fig. 4.

To calculate inelastic cross-sections, we take Ashley’s
(simple) model35 and adopted the refinements suggested by
Kieft and Bosch,23 i.e., no exchange correction for energies
<50 eV, and restrict energy losses, such that electrons cannot
end up with an energy lower than the Fermi level. We have
used the density per atom for elements, such as Si and copper
(Cu), and the density per molecule for molecules and com-
pounds, such as SiO2, when calculating the mean free paths.

The SP from the previous study is compared to the
powers, as obtained from the refined Ashley model for Si in
Fig. 5(a). It is seen to be identical for energies above 1 keV
but deviates at lower energies. The elastic and inelastic mean
free paths are also given in Fig. 5(b).

We obtain the energy transfer using the dielectric function
formalism. This, however, does not provide the initial (bind-
ing) energy of the SE prior to a scattering event. We model
that following the approach suggested by Kieft and Bosch.23

For insulators like SiO2, electron trapping due to polar-
onic effects has been reported by several authors,12,36,37 but
none of them is based on a first principle physics model. In
this study, the nominal SE emission is unrealistically high
(7 at its maximum) without explicit implementation of trap-
ping cross-sections (Fig. 6). Therefore, we also implemented
an empirical model12 for trapping cross-sections for SiO2 to
not neglect the trapping phenomenon in insulators and to
lower the nominal (theoretical) SE yield to values in agree-
ment with those reported by Schreiber and Fitting31 and
Ohya et al.36 We have used Strap ¼ 0.2 (1/nm) and γtrap ¼ 0.2
(1/eV) when calculating the trapping cross-sections from
Eq. (13) of Ref. 12. The SE and backscattered electron (BSE)
yields of SiO2 with and without trapping cross-sections are
given in Fig. 6. The inclusion of the trapping cross-sections
hardly affects the BSE yield because trapping only has an
effect on very slow electrons.

2.3 Improvements on Boundary Crossing

The lower the electron energy, the more its path is affected
when it interacts with a boundary and as a result, it can be
reflected or transmitted. Modeling the boundary-crossing
correctly is crucial for SE emission. In the previous study,
the probability of crossing the surface barrier was modeled
using momentum conservation only. That is, if the electron
approaches the surface under an angle bigger than the critical

Fig. 3 Elastic mean free path versus energy for Si: it consists of an
interpolation between the Mott cross-section (energy > 200 eV) and
phonon cross-sections (energy < 100 eV). The Mott cross-sections
were calculated by ELSEPA,22 assuming the muffin-tin approxima-
tion, exchange correction, and correlation-polarization effects.

Table 1 Material parameters for Si, Cu, and SiO2.

Si Cu SiO2

ρm (g∕cm3) 2.32925 8.9626 2.64827

EF (eV) 7.83 7.028 —

W or χ (eV) 4.05 4.6528 0.929

Eg (eV) 1.12 — 9.029

mdos (me) 1.0830 1.024 1.0[+]

meff (me) 0.2630 1.0128 1.0[+]

Aac 5[+] 5[+] 731

EPh (meV) 14[*] 12.6[*] 6.8[*]

us (m/s) Longitudinal 913032 476028 356031

Transversal 584232 232528 3560[+]

εac (eV) Longitudinal 9.233 4.76[*] 3.431

Transversal 5.033 3.72[*] 3.4[+]
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angle (α 0
c, see Fig. 7), then it will be reflected (total internal

reflection).
In this study, the probability of transmission is determined

quantum mechanically.38 When the electron is considered
as a wave, there is a probability that part of the wave is
transmitted through the boundary and part of it is reflected.

Equation (1) gives the probability of transmission for an
electron:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;326;200Pðα 0Þ ¼
4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ −ΔU

E cos2α 0

q
�
1þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ −ΔU

E cos2α 0

q �
2
; (1)

where ΔU is the net change in kinetic energy, E is the kinetic
energy of the electron, and α 0 is the angle of incidence.

3 Charging Model
The basic principle of the Monte-Carlo simulation of the
interaction of individual electrons and the continuously

Fig. 4 Inelastic scattering: (a) a semiempirical model is used in the previous study, which is based on the
CSDA. It estimates the number of (slow) SEs and their energies for a path length (ST) from the stopping
power; (b) first principle modeling is used in the current study, which is based on dielectric function
formalism. It estimates the inelastic mean free path, energy and momentum transfer for each inelastic
event (P1, P2, P4, and P6) based on the energy loss function.

Fig. 5 Modelling inelastic scattering: (a) stopping power and (b) com-
parison of mean free paths of Si in the current study.

Fig. 6 Comparison of emission yields with (w/) and with (w/o) trapping
cross-sections.

Fig. 7 Transmission of an electron from the surface.
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changing electric fields and accompanying charging effects
is simple: a certain number of PEs is simulated, and then, the
field solver updates the field and redistributes the charge as
needed. This procedure is repeated many times, typically at
least once per simulated pixel. Updating multiple times for
a single pixel is not unreasonable either, say after every 200
PEs. The detailed-level interaction between the field solver,
the Monte-Carlo simulation, and the charge redistribution
models is more complicated. The numerical discontinuities
of the electric field solution must be handled by the Monte-
Carlo simulation, and the charge redistribution models tend
to make the solution of the field equation more difficult and
time-consuming.

3.1 Electric Field Solver

The electric field solver uses the Poisson equation:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;63;571−∇ · ½ϵrðrÞ∇VðrÞ� ¼
ρðrÞ
ϵ0

; (2)

in which ρðrÞ is the charge distribution, VðrÞ is the potential,
ϵrðrÞ is the dielectric constant of the material, and ϵ0 is the
permittivity in a vacuum. It is used with the constitutive
material equation [Eq. (3)]:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;63;483J ¼ −σ∇V (3)

and the continuity equation [Eq. (4)]:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;63;441

∂ρ
∂t

þ ∇ · J ¼ 0; (4)

in which J is the current density and σ is the conductivity.
This equation [Eq. (4)] is solved by an implicit Euler
scheme:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;63;367

ρn − ρn−1
Δt

¼ ∇ · ðσ∇VnÞ; (5)

where Vn is determined by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;63;317

ρn
ϵ0

¼ −∇ · ðϵr∇VnÞ ¼
ρn−1
ϵ0

þ Δt
ϵ0

∇ · ðσ∇VnÞ; (6)

giving a Poisson equation with modified material parameters:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007;63;263−∇ ·

�
ðϵrðrÞ þ

Δt
ϵ0

σðr; tÞÞ∇Vn

�
¼ ρn−1

ϵ0
: (7)

The charges deposited during the time step by the Monte-
Carlo simulation are added to ρn−1 before this equation
[Eq. (7)] is solved, which works if we only make a single-
time step between Monte-Carlo simulations.

The conductivity σðr; tÞ in this equation depends on space
and time because we include charge redistribution effects
by an induced conductivity model. The conductivity also
depends on the electric field strength because we include
a dielectric breakdown model. However, this dependency
is suppressed here because the main numerical effort for the
solution of the equation is as if the conductivity would be a
fixed known function of space and time. (A more physical
model would include the dependency of the conductivity on
the electron and hole concentrations, but this dependency

cannot be suppressed and the numerical solution of the
resulting equations would be challenging.)

The modified equation is harder to solve than the original
equation since σðr; tÞ normally changes quickly in both
space and time. We previously had the option to use a direct
solver as a slow but robust and accurate reference solver.
This is no longer possible since the expensive initial factori-
zation must be repeated for each time step. Therefore, we
integrated a modern algebraic multigrid solver, namely
Daniel A. Spielman’s modified implementation of Kyng and
Sachdeva.39 It was initially more than a factor 3 slower than
the existing multigrid solver, but a C++ port and tighter inte-
gration reduced that factor to 1.5. It was later used to enable
more flexible meshing, which turned out to save a factor 2
to 3 (and possibly more) for certain use cases. The C++ port
has been parallelized, but parallel scaling is limited. The best
speedup is achieved with four threads, but it is only slightly
above a factor 2. The existing multigrid solver has also been
parallelized. The best speedup is still achieved with four
threads, but the scaling is better. This solver is used when
explicit simulation times are reported.

The modified equation also affects the geometric multi-
grid solver. It becomes less robust because the material
parameters are changing quickly on a very small spatial
scale. We improved robustness by using a preconditioned
conjugate gradient method, where the multigrid solver acts
as a preconditioner. We also tried (and failed) to use another
Krylov method, namely replacing the W-cycle by the K-
cycle introduced by Notay and Vassilevski40 for algebraic
multigrid methods (AMG). However, what really improved
the robustness significantly was to use locally either the
continuity equation or the Poisson equation as they occur in
Eq. (5) to update the charge distribution, depending on which
is locally less affected by inaccuracies in the potential.

3.2 Tracing Electrons

The electrons both in the sample and in vacuum are traced
subject to the influence of the current electric field. The
numerically solved electric field is discontinuous at cell
boundaries since the finite-element method is used for dis-
cretization of the field equations. At material interfaces, the
normal component of the electric field is discontinuous even
for the exact solution. This severely limits the choice of
reasonable integration methods. The velocity Verlet scheme
is used because it leads to (piecewise) parabolic trajectories,
for which it is easy to exactly compute the intersections with
the mesh of the field solver (or the geometry). The velocity
Verlet scheme approximates the equation:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e008;326;220ẍðtÞ ¼ a½xðtÞ� (8)

as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e009;326;179xðtþ ΔtÞ ¼ xðtÞ þ vðtÞΔtþ 1

2
aΔt2; (9)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e010;326;126vðtþ ΔtÞ ¼ vðtÞ þ aðtÞ þ aðtþ ΔtÞ
2

Δt: (10)

This scheme is applied with respect to time, but the
simulation needs the trajectory for a given distance. If the
distance along the trajectory to the next intersection with
an interface is shorter than the given distance, then the
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corresponding time step Δt can be determined exactly. If not,
then Δt is determined from a given distance Δs via Δt ¼ Δs

jvj.
In theory, this inaccurate value for the time step seems to
reduce the accuracy of the method. However, in practice,
either the electron is inside a material and Δs is very small,
or the electron is in vacuum and Δs is big but irrelevant.

3.3 Modeling of Sample Charging

The basis for sample charging is that the creation of a SE
deposits a positive charge and stopping an electron deposits
a negative charge. At room temperature, both positive holes
and negative electrons would continue to move and also
drift in local electric fields, but modeling the movements
of individual holes and electrons with thermal energy is not
practical. We implemented macroscopic models for induced
conductivity, dielectric breakdown, and charge diffusion. We
will ignore the charge diffusion model since we did not use it
for the simulations presented later and do not have sufficient
intuition of how to set its model parameters. The motivation,
modeling, and implementation of the other two models are
described in the following sections.

3.4 Induced Conductivity

Slow electrons returning from the vacuum back to the sample
tend to accumulate very close to the sample surface. The sur-
face then tends to charge negatively and develop a dipole
layer, at least in the simulation. It is not clear whether there
are physical effects, which could neutralize that dipole layer
completely within a short time. One main charge redistrib-
ution effect is that the beam generates free holes and elec-
trons, which locally turn insulators into conductors. This
also counters dipole layer formation, so it would be nice
if this charge redistribution effect could be included in the
simulation.

To avoid the complicated physics of electron and hole
transport, recombination and trapping, as a first step, an
established empirical quasistatic electron beam-induced con-
ductivity model is attractive. Induced conductivity, in gen-
eral, occurs due to the local ionization of the material as
long as free electrons or holes are locally present, i.e., the
material is locally conductive. This will allow some surface
conductivity as long as there is a charge imbalance due to
recollected slow electrons by a positive surface potential.
More specifically, the implemented model expresses the con-
ductivity using the deposited energy (in Gray) per kilogram
per time Dðr; tÞ as follows:
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e011;63;233σðr; tÞ ¼ k · Dðr; tÞΔ; (11)

where we used k ¼ 10−14 S∕mðGy∕sÞΔ (EBIC constant) and
Δ ¼ 1.0 (EBIC exponent) for SiO2 in the simulation. This
model assumes a slowly changing (quasi-static) deposited
energy per time. However, we use it (incorrectly) for the
quick scanning and a finely resolved grid with very few elec-
trons. Still, it allows studying the impact of this sort of charge
redistribution effect and how it reduces the undesired dipole
layer near the sample surface. Here, the deposited energy
includes the energy lost in a scattering event and energy
of trapped electrons.

In Ref. 21, this model is used correctly for a defocused
(quasi-static) beam with k ¼ 7.7 × 10−18 sΔ∕ðΩ · cm · radΔÞ

and Δ ¼ 0.89 for a red polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA),
as given by Tanaka et al.41 To convert this to SI units, one
has to multiply by 100 × 100Δ, giving k ¼ 4.6 × 10−14 S∕m
ðGy∕sÞΔ.

3.5 Dielectric Breakdown

Even with an empirical EBIC model, as described in the pre-
vious section, one can still sometimes observe unphysically
huge electric field strengths. So, it makes sense to include a
dielectric breakdown model as a fallback for those cases,
where the electric field strength grows huge. That can be
caused by simulation artifacts like a missing physical effect,
or it can be a real physical effect, for example, if two con-
ductors are separated by a very thin insulating layer.

Instead of modeling the detailed generation of electron–
hole pairs in an avalanche breakdown event, it is assumed
that an isolated material will become perfectly conducting
locally at the places, where the field strength exceeds the
dielectric strength of the material. During a breakdown event,
the region where an insulator becomes conducting can travel
(or grow) through space, as long as the underlying charge
distribution is not sufficiently neutralized.

The model is implemented by setting the cells where the
field strength currently exceeds a given threshold to perfectly
conducting. Next, the field is computed again, the charges
are redistributed accordingly, and then further perfectly con-
ducting cells are added, where the new field exceeds the
threshold. This procedure is repeated until either the field
no longer exceeds the threshold anywhere, or after the pro-
cedure was repeated a predefined number of times. The
perfectly conducting region grows during the simulation of
the breakdown event, but after it is finished, the previous
material properties are used again, as if the breakdown would
not have harmed the isolator at all. Hence, it makes sense
to remember any cell that temporarily got affected by break-
down (and the maximal field strength by which it got
affected) for later inspection.

Although not based on first-principle physics, having a
robust breakdown model, as described above, is important
to prevent simulations from failing due to huge electric field
strengths. It is unclear to what extent other simulators also
rely on that. Grella et al.42 wrote: “Breakdown effects are
taken into account by limiting the field in the sample” and
Shadman and De43 say about the same simulator: “Still, the
amount of charge that these currents deposit can potentially
raise the electric field in a dielectric to induce a current.
Makeshift conductivity models have been implemented to
address the resulting redistribution of the embedded charge.”
Even the Java source code of JMONSEL includes a break-
down model, which was the initial motivation to investigate
this sort of model.

4 Results

4.1 Effect of New Scattering Models—No-Charge Up
Scenarios

In Fig. 2, the scattering clouds of the electrons were shown.
The different forms of clouds will not only make a difference
in the charge distribution profile in the material but also on
the emission, especially for topographic structures. Therefore,
we first test the effect of the improvements independent of
the charging models on a topographic surface.
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We simulated 200-nm pitch patterns from RM 8820 sam-
ples, which were introduced by NISTas a test and calibration
standard for scanning probe microscopy.44,45 They consist of
amorphous silicon lines deposited on top of a silicon sub-
strate. In Fig. 8, the cross-section view of the simulated lines
is given.

The experimental results are obtained from a publica-
tion.46 Figure 9 shows a comparison of an experimental line
scan with line scans simulated using the phenomenological
models from the previous study and using the first principle
models introduced in this study. It is assumed that the detec-
tion efficiency is best at the top of the silicon line. Hence, the
signals were aligned such that the intensities there coincide.
The agreement between the experiment and the first principle
model simulation used in this study is better than the simu-
lation of the previous study.

4.2 Effect of Model Improvements on SE Emission

In theory, when the primary energy is in between the cross-
over energies E1 and E2, as shown in Fig. 10, the total elec-
tron emission from the sample surface is more than the
incident primary current (I∕Ip > 1). Therefore, it is expected
that a dielectric material gets positively charged. However,
it is reported that the positive charging process is self-
regulatory3,7,47 due to the recollection of the electrons by the
sample. Therefore, the total yield (SE + BSE) becomes ∼1.

The “nominal” SE yield, i.e., the yield ignoring all charg-
ing, from SiO2 is ∼7 at 1 keV. In a more realistic scenario,
when scanning the primary beam across the sample, the
expectation is that the SE yield drops along the scan line due
to the positive surface potential, i.e., a drop in the signal is
observed. Therefore, we tested whether the simulator produ-
ces the described phenomenon.

The first two steps of a line scan on bulk material are
shown in Fig. 11. The scan area is 100 nm and the pixel size
is 2.5 nm. The beam energy and spot size are 1 keV and
3 nm (full width half maximum), respectively. The dose is
250 μC∕cm2 (100 electrons∕pixel) and the electric field is
updated for every pixel with the AMG solver. The beam
current is 100 pA. The breakdown module is enabled with
a threshold value of 50 MV∕m.48

Until the first computation of the electric field, the SiO2

sample stays neutral and all of the emitted electrons reach
the detector above the sample [Fig. 11(a)]. After the field
is computed from the charge distribution obtained from the
previous scattering events [inset Fig. 11(a)], electrons start to
experience the positive potential at the surface and the elec-
trons with energy less than the surface potential return to the
sample [Fig. 11(b), the inset shows the field and the returning
electron trajectories]. It is observed that the (maximum)
potential increases, 0 V, 3.47 V, 5.6 V, etc., for the first
couple of pixels and then saturates around ∼11 V. The effect
of the charging on the emission is shown in Fig. 12(a). As
expected, the total emission is high for the first couple of
pixels, then decreases and saturates after ∼25 nm (10 pixels).
Note that the frequency of the field update has an impact on
the emission especially for the first couple of pixels. The sen-
sitivity of the results will be discussed in Sec. 5. The stable
BSE emission indicates that the surface potential stays rather
small, affecting only the low energetic SEs.

When the dose is decreased to 25 μC∕cm2 (10 electrons∕
pixel), the number of created charge carriers per voxel is less.
Therefore, the magnitude of the local field becomes smaller
than at a higher dose and more electrons will reach the detec-
tor. In Fig. 12(b), the corresponding signal drop saturates
after about 100 nm, which causes a larger bright-to-dark tran-
sition area on the SEM image. The increased noise in the
signal is due to shot noise, being larger for a lower amount
of electrons in the probe. Similar behavior, but with smaller
slopes, is observed when the trapping cross-sections are
enabled. Figures 12(c) and 12(d) show that in case the emis-
sion is not very high, the charging effect can be subtle.

Fig. 8 The cross-section view of an RM 8820 sample used to simu-
late. The line width is 240 nm and the height is 100 nm. The spacing
is 200 nm.

Fig. 9 SE signal from a silicon line on top of a silicon surface, and
an experimental line scan, a line scan simulated using our previous
phenomenological models, and a line scan simulated with the present
first principle models.

Fig. 10 The surface potential of insulators during the charging
process.
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The results show that the simulations are sensitive to
parameters affecting the charge carrier density, such as the
dose. This can lead to different results in measurements with
dielectrics, where contrast is playing a role.

4.3 Effect of Model Improvements on the Grating
Coupler Simulations

In the previous study,20 the grating coupler is described in
detail. In Fig. 13(a), a top-down view of the device is shown.
Figure 13(b) shows a zoomed-in image of the second trench,
and Fig. 13(c) shows the intensity profile across the middle
of that trench. Note that the scan direction is from left-to-
right (fast-scan axis) and top-to-bottom (slow-scan axis).
The topographic contrast is visible on the surrounding silicon
structures and also on the oxide inside the trenches. In addi-
tion, there is an extra contrast in the trenches along the fast-
scan direction, which is asymmetric in the intensity profile.

That is, the peak intensity along the x axis is positioned left
from the center of the trench. This can be explained as
follows. The electron probe visits the left side of the oxide
in the trench first and creates a positive surface potential. As
it visits the next pixels of the scanline, the surface potential
slightly accumulates and causes a decreasing SE signal at
those pixels. The phenomenon qualitatively agrees with the
theory described in Sec. 4.2.

When simulating these trenches, including charging,
a similar bright-to-dark contrast, as discussed above, is
observed (see Fig. 14). It does show the asymmetry in the
contrast across the trench, which could not be achieved in
our previous work, but the asymmetry is much larger than
observed in Fig. 13. We also clearly see the effect of EBIC
in Fig. 14, the signal increasing toward the edges of the
trenches. We then included trapping cross-sections, which
leads to a lower nominal yield and thus a smaller positive

Fig. 12 The effect of dose on electron emission: (a, c) the dose is 250 μC∕cm2; (b, d) the dose is
25 μC∕cm2. For (a) and (b), trapping cross-sections are not used; and for (c) and (d), trapping
cross-sections are used. Beam energy is 1 keV.

Fig. 11 Charging simulation of a line scan: the initial two steps are depicted. At the beginning (a) big view,
there is no field. Hence, the trajectories (red for high energy; blue for low energy electrons) are straight.
After the scattering is completed, the electric field is calculated with the distributed charges in the material
[the inset in (a), note that the scale is different from the big view image]. The simulator uses the computed
e-field to trace the electrons at the next beam position. (b) Isolines indicate the presence of fields in big
view. Similarly, the electric field is computed for the next beam in the linescan. As the SEs are recollected
by the positive surface potential [the inset in (b)], the SE signal decreases. Scale bars are 100 nm, which
indicate the scan area.
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surface potential. The results are shown in Fig. 15. When
charging and trapping models are included, the asymmetry
in contrast across the trench is clearly seen (the red dotted
curve), compared to the case with trapping but without
charging (the black solid curve). The positive surface poten-
tial due to the charging suppresses the emission from the
middle of the trench toward the edge, where the EBIC effect

comes into play. To quantify the asymmetric contrast in the
simulated trench, the displacement of the maximum contrast
in the trench from the middle of the trench is determined as
15 nm. This compares to the experimentally determined dis-
placement, from Fig. 13(c) of 17 nm. And comparing the
ratio of the areas under the SE signal profile left and right
of the middle of the trench, in the experiment, a ratio of 1.17

Fig. 13 Experimental SEM image of a grating coupler is taken at 4 keV. (a) Top-down view of the vertical
lines (scale bar: 300 nm), (b) zoomed-in view of the second trench (scale bar: 100 nm), and (c) SE signal
profile of the middle image, integrated over 10 pixels along the y axis.

Fig. 14 Trenches of the grating coupler simulated with first principle scattering models. (a) Image simu-
lated without charging models; (b) image simulated with charging models; (c) SE signal profile of the
panels (a) and (b) was integrated and averaged over 50 pixels along the y axis (between the dashed
lines in a and b). The right y axis is for the surface potential value at the incident pixel after the interaction.
Scale bars are 100 nm.

Fig. 15 Simulated trenches of the grating couplers with first principle scattering models and a trapping
model included. (a) Image simulated without charging models but with trapping; (b) image simulated with
charging and trapping models; (c) SE signal profile of the figures (a) and (b), integrated and averaged
over 50 pixels along the y axis [between the dashed lines in (a) and (b)]. The right y axis is for the surface
potential value at the incident pixel after the interaction. Note the asymmetric signal (the red dashed
curve) in the central trench and the signal suppression in the right half of the trench. Scale bars are
100 nm.
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is found, in the simulation with charging a value of 1.187,
and in the simulation without charging a value of 1.05. The
deviation from 1.00 is due to the noise. The areas were deter-
mined with respect to the baseline connecting the lowest
intensity points at the edges of the trench. The agreement
between experiment and simulation supports our reasoning
above that the positive surface potential slowly builds up
when scanning over a trench and it indicates that the exper-
imental emission yield is slightly higher than unity at 4 keV,
as was assumed in the simulations with scattering models

and trapping. We have noticed that, close to the edges of the
trench, there is no strong charging effect because of the EBIC
effect, and this also agrees well with the experimental obser-
vations. The trapping cross-sections allowed us to tune the
nominal yield such that it is more comparable to the one
reported in Fig. 13 (page 36) by Schreiber and Fitting.31

In this simulation, the region of interest is about ∼1.5 μm2

(1.1 μm × 1.5 μm). The pixel size is 5 nm, and the charging
dose is 25 μC∕cm2 (40 electrons∕pixel). The simulation
without charging took 30 min and 44 s on a 64-core work-
station. When the trapping cross-section is enabled, the sim-
ulation takes 13 min and 50 s. The simulations with charging
took 5 h and 19 min and 4 h 20 min on a 32-core workstation
without and with trapping, respectively, with Monte-Carlo
parallelization (32 threads) and parallelization of the field
solver (4 threads).

4.4 Effect of the EBIC Model

We now show the impact of the charge redistribution model
on Cu pads embedded in a thin SiO2 layer on top of a Si
wafer. The pads 1, 2, and 4 are electrically floating (no con-
tact to the underlying Si wafer), and pad number 3 is con-
nected to the underlying Si wafer (see Fig. 16).

In Fig. 17, the effect on the simulated SEM images is
shown when the charging model and/or EBIC model is
switched on. When the charging model and the EBIC model
are switched-off, the copper contacts appear darker in
Fig. 17(b) due to their lower SE yield compared to SiO2 at
0.75 keV (with 128 μC∕cm2 charging dose—800 electrons
per 10 nm × 10 nmpixel). Furthermore, the conductive pad
(3) is indistinguishable from the others. When the charging
model is switched on, but the EBIC and breakdown models
are off, the emission of the oxide gets lower due to the pos-
itive, surface potential and the SE yield becomes comparable
to that of the copper contacts [Fig. 17(c)]. Note that the

Fig. 16 Sketch of the geometry of the four copper pads: (a) a top-
down and (b) a cross-section view. The green lines correspond to
the imaging area.

Fig. 17 SEM image simulation of the buried copper pads in Fig. 16. (a) The schematic overview of the
pads, (b) charging, EBIC, and breakdown models are switched-off; (c) charging is switched-on but EBIC
and breakdownmodels are off, (d) charging, EBIC, and breakdownmodels are switched on. The intensity
profiles in (e) are obtained at the position of the scale bars (25 nm) in the images (b), (c), and (d). The
inset shows the same profiles but without trapping cross-sections. At 0.75 keV, positive charges on the
surface retract secondary electrons and the signal intensity decreases. However, the electrically con-
nected copper pad stays neutral, the surrounding area of the pad shows conduction due to EBIC, and
the SE yield does not decrease that much (the red and black curves even partly overlap).
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conductive pad appears different compared to the other pads
because conductivity allows it to conduct charge carriers to
ground. Switching on the EBIC model, however, leads to
more realistic images of the contact pads and the surrounding
insulating areas. When the EBIC and the breakdown models
are switched-on, the oxide region surrounding the conduc-
tive pad experiences induced conductivity and charge car-
riers are conducted to ground and no charging occurs
[Fig. 17(d)]. As a result, the oxide shows the nominal SE
yield and becomes brighter than other features.

Figure 17(e) shows the linescan signals across the copper
pads. The results in the main graph are simulated with trap-
ping cross-sections and those in the inset without. In contrast
to Sec. 4.3, the trapping has a minor influence on the results
obtained with the charging models included. The reason is
that the high dose that was applied causes the positive sur-
face potential to increase rapidly, right after the starting point
of the exposure. This quickly lowers the SE yield to values
below one, as is seen by the steep drop of the red and green
curves on the left-hand side of Fig. 17(e). For the remainder
of the scan, the charge remains more or less in equilibrium.

Figure 18 shows the surface potential of the sample for
pixels, where the SE yields are given in Fig. 17(e). The
results are given with the same color code (see color online
version). For the simulations where EBIC and breakdown
models are off, the surface potential is mostly negative
except at the copper pad number 3, because it is grounded.

5 Discussion
The frequency of the electric field update is a model param-
eter. Typically, these fields are updated after a particular
number of primaries have completed their interaction with
the sample, assuming that the charge accumulation is not sig-
nificant. In some cases where the emission is very high, like
in Fig. 12, the sample can stay uncharged for an unrealisti-
cally long time, which can cause an artifact on the emission
yield in the first few pixels. However, once the e-field is
updated as the simulation proceeds, the emission will be
affected by the surrounding field, and the contribution of the
current pixel decreases. Therefore, the approximation error
will be only in the first few pixels, and the emission con-
verges to its “true” value eventually.

The deposited energy per time was implemented as the
energy deposited by the electrons during a single-time step

of the implicit Euler scheme used to update the electric field
and the charge distribution, divided by the duration of that
time step. This works fine if there are sufficiently many elec-
trons per time step (say>100). However, Fig. 19 investigates
the impact of the electric field update frequency and uses
only 10 electrons per time step. For that investigation, we
defined a timescale τ ¼ Δt∕3 based on the time step Δt of
the simulation with 100 electrons per time step.

The deposited energy Dðr; tn−1Þ for a given time step is
then computed as follows:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e012;326;436Dðr; tnÞ ¼ ð1 − CÞ � Aðr; tn Þ þ C �Dðr; tn−1Þ; (12)

where the deposited energy from the previous time step is
added damped by the factor C ¼ expð−Δt∕τÞ and Aðr; tnÞ
describes the energy deposited by the electrons during that
time step. We have C ¼ expð−3Þ ¼ 0.05 for the simulations
with 100 electrons, and C ¼ expð−0.3Þ ¼ 0.74 for the
simulation with 10 electrons.

Figure 19 compares the SE emission of Fig. 12(c) to the
case when the electric field is updated with 10 times the
frequency. In the first few pixels, the SE yield is generally
slightly lower, but the signal drop is still present.

The electron–matter scattering models, i.e., elastic and
inelastic scattering, used in this study are first principle mod-
els. Although they are based on established models, there
are still model assumptions, especially at very low energies,
which can lead to errors in SE emission. In addition, trapping
and detrapping in insulators are well-known phenomena.
Electrons and holes are trapped in defects, impurities, and
dislocations. Electric fields and material heating can release
the trapped electrons (detrapping) in case the added energy is
greater than the trapping energy. Such kind of conduction
mechanism is also known as Poole-Frenkel conduction.49

To take that into account, many very low energy electrons
should be traced to lower energies, even below the vacuum
barrier height. The discrete modeling of these very low
energy events would add a significant computational load
since there is an excessive amount of electrons in this energy
range. Furthermore, it is experimentally very hard to verify
the cross-sections at very low energies. Although the first
principle physics-based trapping/detrapping models will lead
to a more accurate model, it is a very challenging task from

Fig. 18 Surface potential at the pixels after the exposure, where
the displayed yields in Fig. 17 are taken. The solid lines are without
trapping cross-sections and the dotted lines are with trapping cross-
sections.

Fig. 19 The effect of electric field update frequency on the results in
Fig. 12(c). The solid black line with circles shows when the electric
field is updated per 100 electrons (¼1 time∕pixel); the dashed green
line with dots shows when the electric field is updated per 10 electrons
(¼10 times∕pixel).
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many perspectives: physics, characterization of material at
hand, and computationally.

As mentioned in Sec. 1, in our previous simulation
work,20 we were not able to reproduce the smooth intensity
drop seen in the experiments. There are two reasons for
this: the lack of some essential model components and mis-
interpreting the experimental data. The latter was due to the
tilt of the sample. The sharp signal drop on the oxide in
Fig. 1(a) was first interpreted as a strong charging effect.
However, we realized that the contrast change is mostly due
to the sample tilt, the image being a combination of a com-
plex topography and an asymmetric scattering cloud in the
sample.50 This sharp drop is not present in a common top-
down image, as demonstrated in Figs. 13(a) and 13(b). In this
case, the charging effect appears subtly, which could be most
dangerous, according to Postek et al.3 because it could be
easily overlooked by a microscopist. After adding the miss-
ing model components, this phenomenon was reproduced, as
demonstrated in Sec. 4.3. The linescans over an insulator in
Sec. 4.2 are preliminary tests of the signal drop, which quali-
tatively agree with the (spot mode simulation) results in
Fig. 4 of Ohya et al.,36 and Fig. 4 of Ref. 10. However, exper-
imental evidence is still missing for this case. An experimen-
tal dataset, as explained in Sec. 4.2, can be very useful to
judge the effects of the models. This experiment can even
be simplified to spot mode acquisition. Another related issue
is the SE yield (curve) of SiO2, which is dependent on
current and time. Previously, Belhaj et al.51 have conducted
yield measurements on alumina (Al2O3). A similar study for
SiO2 is required to verify SE yields and the models.

In Sec. 4.4, the effect of the models was demonstrated in a
setup, typical for voltage contrast imaging in electron beam
testing technology. In the simulations, the effect of the EBIC
model is observed as brightening of electrically conductive
parts and its surrounding oxide [Fig. 17(d)]. Thong reported
in Fig. 2.74 the brightening of passivation and oxide layers
when the beam reaches a base-collector junction at higher
energies.52 Similarly, Leamy reported in Figure 23 that the
imaged surface brightens due to the EBIC effect, revealing
the location of a buried junction.53 Besides, conducting a
similar experiment can reveal the extent of EBIC effect more
quantitatively.

Moreover, the beam deflection due to induced-charging
has been studied54 at 50 keV with the models explained
in this work. Simulation results agree with experimental
results qualitatively for most of the experiments, quantita-
tively in some cases.

In the simulations, Monte-Carlo calculations are fully
scalable, meaning that using more cores would make the cal-
culations faster. At present, the electric field calculations are
parallelized on four CPU cores. In principle, the field solu-
tion can be parallelized with a higher number of cores, but, in
practice, we did not achieve a higher gain because of the
increasing communication cost. In a benchmarking test,
we found that the open-source multigrid solvers in PETSc
(i.e., BoomerAMG and GAMG) are scalable up to 16 threads
and giving a factor of 2 to 3 speed-up for our test matrices.55

Using a more efficient grid (e.g., a triangular mesh) can
speed up the calculations extra because the problem size will
be much smaller (factor of 10). However, the speed-up is
expected to be only a factor of 2 to 3 due to the increasing
complexity of the solution in the multigrid regime.

6 Conclusions
Model improvements for Monte-Carlo simulations were pre-
sented. These improvements include both low energy electron
scattering models and the charging of dielectrics. First of all,
we have included first principle scattering models to simulate
electron–matter interactions in order to predict charge distribu-
tions in the material more precisely. The latter involves models
that couple dynamically with the charge distribution, such as
calculation of local fields, tracing of the electrons in the field,
and redistribution of the charges in the materials. For instance,
the redistribution models, EBIC and dielectric breakdown,
help to include induced conductivity in dielectric materials.

We have shown that including first principle scattering
models, especially electron–phonon scattering leads to a more
realistic charge distribution inside the material. Although the
generation and tracing of every electron in the field increase
the computation time significantly, we tried to avoid simpli-
fications/optimization of the scattering models. However, for
the fine adjustment of the yield, we have used empirically
modeled trapping cross-sections.

In an earlier study, the charge mobility was not allowed in
the dielectrics. This was causing accumulation of unrealisti-
cally big potentials, causing beam deflections. Introducing
redistribution of the charges helped to solve these artifacts.
The models incorporate tracing of all the electrons with a
higher accuracy in the electric field, enabling us to reproduce
contrast changes due to the surface potential. This results in
better yields and more realistic energy analysis of the emitted
electrons.

In addition, the EBIC model allowed simulation of
induced conductivity effects, where the presence of the beam
increases the conductivity of the dielectric material, creating
a conductive channel to neighboring conductive materials at
ground potential.

Future steps will include a more effective meshing tech-
nique to reduce the problem size to speed up the simulations.
Improvements in the modeling can be considered by includ-
ing surface plasmons and a physics-motived trapping and
detrapping model. To quantify the effects and error bars, a
proper parameter and model sensitivity analysis as well as
good experimental results is needed.
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